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Forecasting cosmic doomsday from CMB-LSS cross-correlations
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A broad class of dark energy models, which have been proposed in attempts at solving the cosmological
constant problems, predict a late time variation of the equation of state with redshift. The variation occurs as
a scalar field picks up speed on its way to negative values of the potential. The negative potential energy
eventually turns the expansion into contraction and the local universe undergoes a big crunch. In this paper we
show that cross-correlations of the cosmic microwave background anisotropy and matter distribution, in com-
bination with other cosmological data, can be used to forecast the imminence of such cosmic doomsday.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Observational cosmology has yielded several surprises
which the most perplexing is the discovery of a smooth d
energy ~DE! component which has come to dominate t
Universe at recent epochs, causing cosmic acceleration@1,2#.
The nature of this component is still a matter of speculati
and a very important challenge for the coming years will
to determine its origin and physical properties. Recently, s
eral groups@3–7# have reported positive results for the cros
correlation between the cosmic microwave backgrou
~CMB! power spectrum and that of different large sca
structure~LSS! surveys, providing further evidence for th
existence of DE. In this paper, we shall try and illustrate h
such cross-correlation may help in unveiling some of
properties of DE, focusing on the observational signature
a model with a time dependent DE equation of state.

The simplest interpretation of the dark energy is in ter
of a cosmological constant, with an equation of statepD
52rD . The cosmological constant, however, raises t
puzzles of its own. First, there is a glaring discrepancy
tween the observed dark energy densityrD and the huge
values of the cosmological constant suggested by par
physics models. Second, the observedrD is comparable to
the matter densityrm . This is the notorious time coincidenc
problem: why do we happen to live at the epoch when
dark energy starts dominating?

It has long been suggested that both puzzles may fin
natural explanation through anthropic selection effects,
scenarios whererD is a random variable, taking differen
values in different parts of the Universe. The proposed se
tion mechanism is very simple@8–14#. The growth of den-
sity fluctuations leading to galaxy formation effectively sto
when rD comes to dominate over the matter density. In
gions whererD is greater, it will dominate earlier, and thu
there will be fewer galaxies~and therefore fewer observers!.
A typical observer should then expect to find herself in
0556-2821/2004/69~6!/063511~11!/$22.50 69 0635
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region whererD dominates at about the epoch of gala
formation ~which is close to the present time!. Much larger
values of rD would yield no galaxies at all, while much
smaller values are unlikely due to the smallness of the c
responding range ofrD , assuming that all values ofrD are
a priori equally likely @11,15#.

A simple implementation of this idea is obtained by a
suming that the dark energy is due to a scalar fieldf with a
very flat potentialV(f) @15,16#. The values off are ran-
domized by quantum fluctuations during inflation, resulti
in a variation off with a characteristic scale much great
than the present Hubble radius. Galaxy formation is poss
only in regions whereV(f) is in a narrow range nearV
50. One expects that the potential in this range is well
proximated by a linear function@15,17,18#,

V~f!52sf, ~1!

wheres[2V8(0) and we have setf50 atV50. The slope
sshould be sufficiently small, so that the variation off is not
fast on the present Hubble scale. Quantitatively, this can
expressed as the slow roll condition,

s&3H0
2M p , ~2!

whereM p51/A8pG is the reduced Planck mass,G is New-
ton’s gravitational constant, andH0 is the present Hubble
expansion rate.

In models with a single DE field, and in the absence of
hoc adjustments, it has been argued in@17# that the slow roll
condition ~2! is likely to be satisfied by excess, by man
orders of magnitude, rather than marginally. In this casef
remains nearly constant on the Hubble scale, and the e
tive equation of state for the dark energy isw[pD /rD
'21, with a very high accuracy. However, a different sit
ation may be expected in multifield models, where the slo
of the potentials is itself a random variable@19,21# @the role
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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of the fieldf in multifield models is played by the variabl
in the direction of¹V(fa) in the field space#. The observed
value of the slope may then be influenced by anthropic
lection. A very large slope would cause a big crunch mu
before any observers can develop. Hence, in cases wher
prior distribution favors larges, the most probable values o
the slope would be the ones for which the slow roll conditi
~2! is only marginally satisfied@21# ~see also@18#!.

We thus have some motivation to consider a model wh
the dark energy is due to a scalar field with a linear poten
~1! and a slopes marginally satisfying the slow roll condition
~2!. A marginal value of the slope implies that the big crun
will be imminent about 10 billion years from now. Th
model can therefore be called a ‘‘doomsday model.’’ A s
lient feature of this scenario is that the equation of state
dark energy changes significantly at low redshift, when
correlation between the large scale structure evolution
the CMB temperature anisotropies develops. Hence, we
expect that the analysis of such cross-correlation may re
a time varying equation of statepD5w(z)rD , wherez is the
redshift. This will be the subject of the present paper.

Prospective constraints on cosmic doomsday based o
ture determinations of the dimming of distant supernov
were discussed in Ref.@22#. The analysis shows that SNI
observations, in combination with CMB and weak lensi
data, have an impressive potential for constraining the eq
tion of state parameter. However, the constraints reporte
@22# still show a considerable degeneracy amongst mo
with the same ‘‘average’’̂w& @see Eq.~8! below#. Interest-
ingly, as we shall see, the ISW-matter cross-correlat
breaks this degeneracy, offering the possibility of telling
true doomsday model from a model with a consta
w5^w&.

The methods presented here can obviously be used
more general context, provided that there is significant e
lution of w at low redshifts. A rather common assumption
phenomenological studies of dark energy is to consider
simplest case of a constantw. This is partially motivated by
degeneracies such as the one we just discussed above, w
also occur in the angular spectrum of CMB anisotropies@23#
as well as in the linear matter power spectrum. The anal
of CMB-LSS cross correlations with a constantw ~including
w521) was considered in Refs.@24–27#. Here we shall
drop this assumption, since the variation ofw with redshift
may provide a very exciting clue to the nature of dark e
ergy, as discussed above.

In our calculation we shall adopt a top-down approa
starting from the primordial spectrum of fluctuations. Th
differs from previous studies where the starting point is
present matter power spectrum~which is evolved backward
in order to find its correlation with CMB!. Our approach
unifies the treatment of CMB and matter power spectra,
is more convenient for taking full account of fluctuations
the dark energy. Moreover, since all perturbations
evolved numerically with theCMBFAST code@28#, we do not
resort to the frequently used approximate analytical exp
sions for the growth function, or the also commonly us
small angle approximation@29#. The details of our calcula
tion are reported in the Appendix.
06351
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we descr
the evolution of the Universe according to the doomsd
model. We also show that the corresponding CMB a
present matter power spectra are virtually identical to th
which are obtained in a model with a constantw, equal to the
averagê w& for the doomsday model. In Sec. III we stud
the matter/CMB temperature cross-correlation, and show
it can be used to break this degeneracy. Our conclusions
summarized in Sec. IV.

II. EVOLUTION AND POWER SPECTRA
IN THE DOOMSDAY SCENARIO

We are interested in the late time evolution of our obse
able Universe, and so we assume a background model w
is homogeneous and isotropic. In addition to the scalar fi
f with linear potential~1!, the Universe contains the usu
radiation and matter. The dynamics is given by t
Friedman-Robertson-Walker~FRW! equation and the scala
field equation

H2[S ȧ

a
D 2

5
1

3M p
2 S ḟ2

2
2sf D 1

Vm0H0
2

a3
, ~3!

f̈13Hḟ2s50. ~4!

Here Vm0 is the fractional energy density in matter toda
andH0 is the present Hubble rate.

In addition to the equations of motion, we need to spec
initial or boundary conditions. At early times (t→0), we
expect that the scalar field is at rest and soḟ50. This is
because, in the back of our minds, we imagine an inflati
ary phase which redshifts the gradients and velocities of
scalar field. Hence the scalar field is effectively homog
neous and static att50. The initial value of the scale facto
is zero as in usual Friedmann-Robertson-Walker evoluti
The initial value of the scalar field is a free parameter.
mentioned in the Introduction, this takes different values
distant regions of the Universe, separated by distances m
larger than the present Hubble radius. Finally, we require
the present value of the total energy density be unity. Thi
a boundary condition. These conditions can be summar
as follows:

a~0!50, f~0!5f0 , ḟ~0!50, H2~ t0!5H0
2 , ~5!

wheret0 is the present time, defined by the requirement t
a(t0)51.

The cosmological evolution following from Eqs.~3!, ~4!
and~5! has been studied by several authors@17,20–22#. The
main features of the evolution are as follows:

~i! The Universe starts out dominated by matter and he
a;t2/3. At the same time the scalar field is essentially at re

~ii ! After some time, the matter density falls below that
the scalar field potential energy, and the evolution becom
scalar field dominated. Since most of the energy in the sc
field is potential energy, we havea}exp(Ht).

~iii ! As the field slips down the potential, the potenti
energy changes sign oncef changes sign. With further slip
1-2
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ping, a time comes when the total energy density is ze
This epoch marks the turning point, where cosmic expans
changes to contraction. From this time on,H is given by the
negativesquare root of the right-hand side of Eq.~3!.

~iv! As the Universe starts contracting, the kinetic ene
of the scalar field comes to dominate. But there is no st
ping the contracting phase, and the Universe rapidly arri
at the big crunch.

These features are apparent in Fig. 1, where the time
lution of the Universe is represented for different values
the dimensionless slope

s̃[s/~A3M pH0
2!. ~6!

One feature of this evolution that is relevant for obser
tional cosmology is that the equation of state for the sca
field changes in an unconventional manner. Very early
ḟ→0 and hencepD;2rD wherepD and rD denote pres-
sure and energy density inf. The dark energy equation o
state parameter is defined by

w[
pD

rD
5

ḟ2/22sf

ḟ2/21sf
. ~7!

Sinceḟ.0 at early times,w.21. At later times, the field
starts to roll down the potential and hence the kinetic ene
starts to play a role inpD and rD . This means thatw in-
creaseswith time. In Fig. 2 we showw as a function of
redshift z ~figures analogous to Figs. 1 and 2 can also
found in @18,22#!.

If we only varied s̃, keeping all other cosmological pa
rameters fixed, we would change the angular diameter
tance to the last scattering surface and spoil the agreem

FIG. 1. Scale factor versus time for four different slopes:s̃51

~solid!, s̃52 ~short dash!, s̃53 ~dot! and s̃54 ~long dash!.
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with current CMB data. Hence it is necessary to suita

adjust cosmological parameters for different values ofs̃. The
cosmological parameters in models with different values

s̃, presented in Figs. 1 and 2, depend ons̃. The simplest way
to preserve the shape of the CMB fluctuations spectra
small and intermediate scales~where the cosmic variance i
small! is to explore the so-called geometric degeneracy@30#.
The shape of the spectra depends mainly on two sca
r s—the sound horizon at the time of recombination, a
dA—the angular diameter distance to the last scattering
face. Models with the same values ofVMh2 andVbh2 have
the samer s . Here VM and Vb are the total matter and
baryon density fractions today, andh5H0 /(100 km sec21

Mpc21). Since the dark energy did not play a significant ro

at the time of recombination, changing the value ofs̃, or w,
does not affectr s . The main effect that changes in the pro
erties of the dark energy have on the CMB spectra on sm
angular scales is due to the change indA , which manifests
itself as a shift in the positions of the peaks in the angu
spectra. This shift can be compensated for, without alter
the structure of the peaks, by adjusting the value ofh. As a
reference model we use the Wilkinson Microwave Anis
ropy Probe’s~WMAP’s! best fit power law cold dark matte
with a cosmological constant (LCDM) model @31# with h
50.72, spectral indexn50.99, reionization optical depth
t r50.166, Vbh250.024, VMh250.14 and amplitudeA

50.86 ~as defined in@32#!. Given a value ofs̃, we vary the
value of h, while keepingt r , A, n, VMh2 and Vbh2 fixed,
and find one that best reproduces the CMB spectra of
reference model.

As was noted in@23#, except for the very large scale
CMB spectra are only sensitive to the averaged value of
equation of state of dark energy,^w&, defined as

FIG. 2. w(z) versusz for the four different slopes considered i
Fig. 1.
1-3
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^w& [0,zls]5

E
als

1

da VD~a!w~a!

E
als

1

da VD~a!

, ~8!

where the subindexls on z anda refers to the surface of las
scattering. In Table I we show the best fit values ofh and the
corresponding values of̂w& [0,zls] for several values ofs̃.
Note that the uncertainty in WMAP’s estimate ofh was
about60.05 @31#. The same uncertainty would apply to th
best fit values ofh corresponding to models withs̃Þ0.

In the doomsday model, the equation of state param
can vary significantly at recent redshifts. This variation is n
necessarily constrained by existing analysis of supern
data @33,34#, which by and large assumed a constantw. In
Fig. 3 we plot the effective luminositymeff as a function of
redshift, as defined in@2#, for the s̃52 andw520.81, and
s̃53 andw520.66 models. As one can see from the figu
the doomsday model with a givens̃ and the corresponding
constantw model have almost identical predictions in th
magnitude versus redshift curves. Since constantw models
with w.20.8 are disfavored at the 1s level @33#, the value
s̃53 which gives an averagew of 20.66 is also disfavored
at the 1s level. However, we shall still include it in ou
subsequent analysis, since it is not excluded at the 2s level
@33#.

In Fig. 4 we plot the temperature~TT! and temperature
polarization cross-correlation~TE! spectra for models in
Table I. As shown in Table I, as we increases̃, a smaller
value ofH0 is needed in order to fit the CMB spectra.1 The
value h50.6260.05 which we used for thes̃53 model is
somewhat lower than the currently favored observationals
region, given byh50.726.08 @35#, but still marginally con-
sistent with it.

1In principle, one could vary other cosmological parameters
well. However, unless one changed the model considerably,
relaxed the assumptions of adiabaticity or scale-invariance of
mordial fluctuations, it is unlikely that one could avoid makingH0

small in models witĥ w&.21 @31#.

TABLE I. Models considered in the paper.s̃ is the dimension-

less slope of the potential, defined in Eq.~6!. For each value ofs̃,
the dimensionless Hubble parameterh is adjusted so that the mode
reproduces the CMB peak structure observed by WMAP. The ta
also shows the average value ofw for different models.

Model h ^w& [0,zls]

s̃50 0.72 21

s̃51 0.69 20.94

s̃52 0.66 20.81

s̃53 0.62 20.66
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The equation of state parameterw(z) obviously has an
impact on different observables, such as CMB and ma
power spectra. In particular, it should affect the integra
Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! contributions to CMB anisotropies. A
first sight, one may think that a less negative equation
state for dark energy would result in a suppression of IS
relative to the case of a cosmological constant. In a unive
dominated by matter, with pressurepM50, there is no time
dependence of the gravitational potential, and the freque
of a photon is only redshifted by the cosmological expa
sion. In this case, there is no late ISW effect. In the doom
day scenario, the dark energy equation of state is close
that of ordinary matter, and one might expect that the IS
effect would be smaller than in thew521 case. However,
the dark energy perturbations are coupled to the dark ma
perturbations, and will also contribute to the ISW effect. T
net result is that there is no suppression of the ISW eff
even for values ofs̃ corresponding to averagew as high as
20.66. This is illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. There, we plot t

angular spectrumC
TT,ISW

, and the autocorrelation functio
CTT,ISW(u) of temperature anisotropy due to the late IS
effect, defined as

CTT,ISW~u![^DTISW~ n̂1!DTISW~ n̂2!&

5(
l 50

`
2,11

4p
C

TT,ISW
,P,~cosu!. ~9!

Here DTISW(n̂) is the ISW contribution to the temperatur
anisotropy in the directionn̂ on the sky,u is the angle be-

s
.g.
i-

le

FIG. 3. Upper panel: the luminosity,meff, vs redshift plots for

the LCDM ~solid line!, s̃52 ~dot–short dash!, s̃53 ~dot!, w5
20.81 ~long dash!, w520.66 ~short dash! and theVM51 ~dot -
long dash! models. Lower panel: differences between themeff for
the models in the upper panel and theme f f for the VM51 model.
Models with the same average value ofw are practically indistin-
guishable.
1-4
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FORECASTING COSMIC DOOMSDAY FROM CMB-LSS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 063511 ~2004!
tween directionsn̂1 and n̂2, and the angular brackets deno
ensemble averaging@the expression forDTISW(n̂) is given in
the Appendix#. Note that the late ISW contribution of mos
models is in fact a bit larger than in theLCDM case.

FIG. 4. TT and TE angular spectra fors̃50 (LCDM) ~solid

line!, s̃51 ~dot–short dash!, s̃52 ~short dash! ands̃53 ~dot! mod-
els together with the WMAP data points. The value ofh is chosen
as indicated in Table I. Note that due to the geometric degener

all curves look very much alike, the effect of a highers̃ being
undone by choosing a lowerh.

FIG. 5. The CMB temperature anisotropy angular spectrum

to the late ISW effect,C
TT,ISW

,, for the five models in Fig. 4 as
well as for the model with the constantw520.66 ~dot–long dash
line!. As explained in the text, there is no suppression of the IS
effect due to a higher value ofw.
06351
It is quite clear from Fig. 4 that CMB spectra alone a
not capable of differentiating between models with differe
values ofs̃ ~including s̃50) because of the geometric dege
eracy. The effect of a largers̃ can be undone with a smalle
h. ~Of course, if we had a stronger observational constra
on h, then this would result in stronger constraints ons̃.!
CMB spectra alone also cannot differentiate between
model with a certain value ofs̃ and a model with the corre
sponding constantw5^w& [0,zls] ~see Table I!. This is illus-

trated in Fig. 7, where we plot the predictions of theLCDM,

y,

e

FIG. 6. The ISW sourced temperature anisotropy correlat
function CTT,ISW(u) for the models in Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Cl vs l for LCDM ~solid!, s53 ~dot! and w520.66
~dash! models.
1-5
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GARRIGA, POGOSIAN, AND VACHASPATI PHYSICAL REVIEW D69, 063511 ~2004!
w5const520.66 ands̃53 models. Ideally, some of the de
generacy can be removed by considering the matter po
spectrum. Assuming that we had a good control over
bias, the matter power spectrum could in principle be
ferred from observations. In Fig. 8 we plot the linear mat
power spectra atz50 for the w5const520.66 ands̃53
models, as well as for thes̃52 and its correspondingw
5const520.81 model. Note thatP(k) differs substantially
on large scales forLCDM and the models with a lowe
average value ofw. However, there is still an impressiv
degeneracy between models with the same^w&: the curve
corresponding to a constantw520.66 and the curve corre
sponding to the model withs̃53 ~with ^w&520.66) are
almost identical, and similarly for thes̃52 and the w
520.81 models. In the next section we shall concern o
selves with breaking this residual degeneracy.

III. ISW AND TEMPERATURE-MATTER DENSITY
CORRELATIONS

In this section we show how the CMB-LSS cros
correlation can be used to probe the time-dependence o
dark energy equation of state. The cross-correlation is
fined as

CMT~u![^D~ n̂1!d~ n̂2!&5(
l 52

`
2,11

4p
C

MT
,P,~u!,

~10!

FIG. 8. The present linear power spectrumP(k) vs k is sensitive
to ^w&, but a model with a constantw has virtually the sameP(k)
as a doomsday model with the same^w&. Here, we plotP(k) for

the models in Fig. 7, as well as for thes̃52 ~dot–short dash! and
the w520.81 ~long dash! models.
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whereD(n̂1) andd(n̂2) are the CMB temperature anisotrop
and the matter density contrast along directionsn̂1 and n̂2
separated by the angleu on the sky.2 In the Appendix we
show that the angular cross-correlation spectrumC ,

MT can
be written as

C
MT

,54p
9

25E dk

k
DR

2 T ,
ISW ~k!M ,~k!, ~11!

wereDR
2 is the primordial curvature power spectrum, as d

fined, e.g. in@36#, andT ,
ISW (k) andM ,(k) are given by

T
ISW

,5E
hr

h0
dhe2t(h) j ,~k@h2h0# !~cFCḟ2ċ !,

~12!

M ,5cdCE
hr

h0
dh j ,~k@h2h0# !żWg@z~h!#d̃~k,h!,

~13!

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to conf
mal timeh, h0 is the time today,h r is a time very early in
the radiation era,t(h) is the opaqueness,Wg(z) is the nor-
malized galaxy selection function,ḟ(k,h), ċ(k,h) and
d̃(k,h) are evolution functions which we define in the Ap
pendix and which can be calculated numerically usingCMB-

FAST @28#, cdC and cFC are numerical coefficients also de
fined in the Appendix, andj ,(•) are spherical Besse
functions.

The choice of the selection functionWg(z) depends on
which large scale structure data set one wants to cons
Depending on the particular experiment, one also has to
count for the possible bias between the distribution of
observed objects and that of the underlying dark matter.
results forCMT(u) for theLCDM model are consistent with
those of@4–6#, when appropriate biases and selection fun
tions are used.

Equation~11! differs from the analogous expressions
@4–6,24–27# as it uses the primordial curvature power spe
trum rather than today’s matter power spectrum. This,
explained in the Appendix, allows us to take a more co
plete account of the dark energy perturbations.

CMT(u) can be particularly useful for differentiating be
tweenw5const and varyingw models. The cross-correlatio
is sensitive to the value ofw averaged over the range of th
window functionWg(z). If w is a rapidly changing function
of redshift, as in the case of the doomsday model, then
pending on where the maximum of the selection function
CMT(u) will ‘‘see’’ different values of^w&. We have calcu-
lated the cross-correlation for several window functions,
taken to be Gaussians of approximately the same width
the SDSS window functions@6#, all with the same standard
deviationsw50.07 and centered at various values ofzw in
the interval@0.1,0.8#. In Fig. 9 we show the plot ofCMT(u)

2The monopole and the dipole contributions depend on the ch
of the reference frame and are not included.
1-6
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FORECASTING COSMIC DOOMSDAY FROM CMB-LSS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 063511 ~2004!
for the s̃52 ands̃53 models, together with their respectiv
w5const models, at two different values ofzw . Correspond-
ing angular spectraC ,

MT are shown in Fig. 10. In addition
in Fig. 11 we plot the values ofCMT(0.1°) as a function of

FIG. 9. The cross-correlation breaks the remaining degen
cies. In each panel, we plot a doomsday model together with
corresponding constantw model @these two have degenerate CM
spectra andP(k)]. For comparison, each plot also contains t

fiducial LCDM model. Top two panels:CMT(u) for the s̃52 ~dot–
short dash! and thew520.81~long dash! models, as well as for the
LCDM model~solid!, for two values ofzw . Bottom two plots: the

same as in the top two plots but for thes̃53 ~dot! and thew
520.66 ~short dash! models.

FIG. 10. Cross-correlation angular spectra for the same mo
as in Fig. 9.
06351
zw . ~As is seen from Fig. 9, for angular separations less t
about a degree, the plot is insensitive to the choice ofu.!
From Fig. 11 one can see that observations focusing on
shifts in the rangezw5@0.2,0.4# have the best potential o
detecting the time-dependence ofw.

An interesting question is which scales give the domin
contribution to the cross-correlation. In Fig. 12 we plot t
contribution per log(k) to the cross-correlation atu50.1° for
the LCDM, s̃53 and w520.66 models usingzw50.2.
Namely, we define a quantityI (k) by

a-
ts

ls

FIG. 11. CMT(0.1°) vs zw for the models in Figs. 9 and 10

LCDM ~solid!, s̃52 ~dot–short dash!, w520.81 ~long dash!, s̃
53 ~dot! andw520.66 ~short dash!.

FIG. 12. I (k) vs k for theLCDM ~solid!, s̃53 ~dot! and the
w520.66 ~short dash! models forzw50.2.
1-7
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CMT~0.1°!5E d~ ln k!I ~k!. ~14!

The expression ofI (k) can be deduced from Eq.~A19! of the
Appendix. As one can see from Fig. 12,I (k) has a broad
peak aroundk;.01h Mpc21, corresponding to length scale
in the range 202300h21 Mpc. This roughly coincides with
the peak in the matter power spectrum, depicted in Fig
For larger angular scales, it is still the same linear scales
dominate the integrand. However, for anglesu*10° there is
destructive interference between the modes and the cor
tion gradually disappears.

Let us now briefly consider the prospects for observati
and whether these will allow us to distinguish amongst d
ferent models. In practice, one correlates the CMB aniso
pies with some data set~e.g. a galaxy survey! which is sup-
posed to trace the underlying dark matter distribution.
these two, the cleanest input is the CMB. Although ve
precise, current CMB data cannot separate the ISW co
bution from the net anisotropy, which reduces the signal
noise ratio of the cross-correlation. There is hope, howe
that such separation may be possible in the future, with m
surements of CMB polarization towards galaxy clusters@37#.

A prime source of uncertainty in the matter distribution
the bias factor. One way to proceed~which has been implic-
itly used e.g. in@5#! is the following. From the observe
CMB autocorrelation, and following the steps we have d
scribed in the previous section, the matter power spect
can be normalized. Comparing this to the autocorrelat
function of any given matter survey, the bias factor can
inferred. Hence, from the cross-correlation of the survey w
the CMB data one can infer the cross-correlation function
the matter distribution with the CMB. Note in particular th
the predictions for the matter spectra for thew520.66 and
s̃53 models are practically indistinguishable~see Fig. 8!.
Hence, adjusting for the bias will preserve the relative d
ference between predictions for the cross-correlation
these two models.3

Error bars in current determinations of the cros
correlation function@3–6# are still too large to distinguish
between models. However, the results in@5# have been ob-
tained by using just a small fraction of the sky, and the s
ation may improve considerably with fuller sky coverag
Also, the uncertainties in bias may be substantially redu
with further observations such as weak lensing surveys.
differences in the cross-correlation between the models c
sidered in this section can be as large as 20%, and they
a substantial dependence on redshift. Hence, it seems

3It should be noted that at small angles~where the cross-
correlation with the matter power spectrum is maximal! and low
redshifts, there is another contribution to the cross-correlation c
ing from the Sunjaev-Zeldovich~SZ! effect. Evidence for this con-
tribution has already been reported in@5,7#. The SZ contribution
depends on wavelength, and a number of future balloon exp
ments~as well as the Planck satellite! will be able to subtract this
component out.
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sible that they may fall within the range of detectability in
not too distant future.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Current efforts to understand the dark energy compon
of our universe often employ dynamical scalar fields. T
dynamics of such scalar fields lead to variation of the d
energy equation of state parameter,w. We have considered
astrophysical signatures of a varying equation of state,w(z),
in the context of doomsday models. There are two main
sues that we have considered. First, can we tell if the ave
value ofw is different from21. Secondly, what astrophys
cal signatures are sensitive to the time variation ofw?

To address both issues, we have considered autocor
tions of the CMB temperature anisotropies, the matter po
spectrum, and cross-correlation of the anisotropy with ma
fluctuations. The WMAP data are well reproduced by mod
with a different average value ofw by suitably adjusting the
Hubble parameter, and therefore the CMB data cannot
themselves discriminate amongst different models. Fo
given CMB, the present linear matter power spectrum is s
sitive to the average value ofw(z), but not to its time de-
pendence~see Fig. 8!. Finally, the temperature-matter~TM!
cross-correlation is sensitive to both the average value ow
and to the time variation~see Figs. 9, 10 and 11!.

The TM cross-correlation requires accurate determina
of both CMB anisotropies and the matter fluctuations. On
ing CMB observations have been very successful at prod
ing data with very small error bars and it is likely that th
situation will improve even further in the coming years. A
curate surveys of the matter fluctuations are likely to be m
challenging since there are unknowns such as the bias fa
However, since the CMB anisotropies and large-scale st
ture originate from the same density fluctuations, it is qu
possible that a combination of the data can significantly
duce the uncertainties. We have shown that the optimal s
egy for detecting a doomsday variation ofw(z) is to use a
survey in the redshift range@0.2,0.4#.

Observations of supernovae over the next ten years
also likely to provide information onw(z), as discussed in
Ref. @22#. The advantage of planned supernovae observat
are that they provide direct information on the Hubble e
pansion rate which is closely related tow(z). Furthermore,
the data will be of good quality, with small error bars. How
ever, the observations may not be too sensitive to rapid va
tion of w(z) at recent redshifts, the hallmark of the doom
day scenario. The TM cross-correlations, on the other ha
are sensitive to this time variation and may perhaps be u
together with the supernovae observations to further c
strainw(z).
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APPENDIX

Here we explain details of our calculation of the cros
correlation. Let us define

D~ n̂![
T~ n̂!2T̄

T̄
~A1!

and

d~ n̂![
r~ n̂!2 r̄

r̄
, ~A2!

where T(n̂) is the CMB temperature measured along t
direction n̂, r(n̂) is the mass density alongn̂,4 and T̄ and r̄
are the averaged CMB temperature and the matter den
The temperature anisotropy due to the ISW effect is an in
gral over the conformal time:

D~ n̂!5E
hr

h0
dh e2t(h)~Ḟ2Ċ!@~h02h!n̂,h#, ~A3!

whereh r is some initial time deep in the radiation era,h0 is
the time today,F and C are the Newtonian gauge gravita
tional potentials,5 t(h) is the opaqueness, which should,
principle, be included to account for the possibility of la
reionization, and the dot denotes differentiation with resp
to h.

The quantityd(n̂) contains contributions from astrophys
cal objects~e.g. galaxies! at different redshifts and can als
be expressed as an integral over the conformal time:

d~ n̂!5E
hr

h0
dh

dz

dh
Wg@z~h!#d„~h02h!n̂,h…, ~A4!

whereWg(z) is a normalized galaxy selection function.
We are interested in calculating the cross-correlation fu

tion

CMT~u![CMT~ un̂12n̂2u![^D~ n̂1!d~ n̂2!&, ~A5!

where the angular brackets denote ensemble averaging au

is the angle between directionsn̂1 and n̂2. Let us introduce

4In reality one divides the sky into pixels, with a directionn̂
assigned to each pixel, and counts the number of galaxies,N(n̂),
inside each pixel. Then one can find the galaxy number overden

inside each pixel:@N(n̂)2N̄#/N̄, which would be related tor(n̂)
up to a bias factor.

5Throughout this Appendix we work in the Newtonian gauge
ing conventions of, e.g., Ref.@38#.
06351
,
f
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r[h02h. ~A6!

The Fourier decomposition forḞ(r n̂,h) can be written as

Ḟ~r n̂,h!5E d3k

~2p!3
Ḟ~k,h!eik•n̂r , ~A7!

and similarly forĊ(r n̂,h) anddg(r n̂,h). We can write

CMT~u!5E
hr

h0
dh1E

hr

h0
dh2ż~h2!e2t(h1)Wg@z~h2!#

3E d3k

~2p!3E d3k8

~2p!3
eik•n̂1r 1eik8•n̂2r 2

3^@Ḟ~k,h1!2Ċ~k,h1!#d~k8,h2!&. ~A8!

Since the time-evolution of each Fourier mode only depe
on the magnitudek5uku, we can separate the directional an
time dependence as

F~k,h![F~k,h r !f~k,h!

C~k,h![C~k,h r !c~k,h!

d~k,h![d~k,h r !d̃~k,h!. ~A9!

Hence, we can writeḞ andĊ as

Ḟ~k,h![F~k,h r !ḟ~k,h!

Ċ~k,h![C~k,h r !ċ~k,h!. ~A10!

Consequently, the quantity ^@Ḟ(k,h1)2Ċ(k,h1)#
d(k8,h2)& can be separated into the initial power spect
which contain all the information relevant to the ensem
averaging, and the time-evolving part which is the same
all members of the ensemble:

^@Ḟ~k,h1!2Ċ~k,h1!#d~k8,h2!&

5^F~k,h r !d~k8,h r !&ḟ~k,h1!d̃~k8,h2!

2^C~k,h r !d~k8,h r !&ċ~k,h1!d̃~k8,h2!. ~A11!

We takeh r to be a sufficiently early time in the radiation e
when all modes under consideration were superhoriz
Then, for adiabatic initial conditions, the growing mode s
lutions for d, F andC are related to each other via@39#

cdC[
d

C
52

3

2
, cFC[

F

C
52S 11

2

5
RnD , ~A12!

whereRn[rn /(rg1rn) andrn is the energy density in rela
tivistic neutrinos. ForNn flavors of relativistic neutrinos~we
take Nn53), after electron-positron pair annihilation
rn /rg5(7Nn/8)(4/11)4/3. This allows us to write

ity

-
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^@Ḟ~k,h1!2Ċ~k,h1!#d~k8,h2!&

5cdC^C~k,h r !C~k8,h r !&

3@cFCḟ~k,h1!2ċ~k,h1!#d̃~k8,h2!. ~A13!

From homogeneity of space it follows that

^C~k,h r !C~k8,h r !&5~2p!3d (3)~k1k8!PC~k!,
~A14!

wherePC(k) is the primordial gravitational power spectru
related to the more frequently used curvature power sp
trum PR[2p2DR

2 /k3 via @32,38#

PC~k!5
9

25
PR~k!5

9

25

2p2

k3 DR
2 . ~A15!

To the best of our knowledge, in all previous literatu
that contained calculations of the cross-correlation, it was
matter power spectrum at recent redshifts that was u
rather than the primordial spectrum. One can do that if fl
tuations in the dark energydrD are much smaller than thos
in cold dark matter,drcdm: for z→0, one has

F2C'2
H2

k2 ~drcdm1drD! ~A16!

and usually one proceeds by assuming thatdrD!drcdm in
the equation above. While this is not necessarily an inva
condition, working with the primordial spectrum allows us
use exact relations~A12!, valid deep in the radiation era
when all relevant modes are outside the horizon and d
energy fluctuations are negligible, and avoid the need
additional assumptions. It turns out, however, that, while
scalesk&0.001h Mpc21 and larger the fluctuations in th
dark energy can be as large as 10%, on scalesk
;.01h Mpc21, where the cross-correlation is important, t
contribution of dark energy perturbations is rather small, l
than 1%.

Using Eqs.~A13! and~A14! we can now rewrite Eq.~A8!
as

CMT~u!5
9

25Ehr

h0
dh1E

hr

h0
dh2ż~h2!e2t(h1)Wg@z~h2!#

3E d3k

4pk3
DR

2 ~k!eik•(n̂1r 12n̂2r 2)F~k,h1 ,h2!,

~A17!

where we have defined

F~k,h1 ,h2![cdC@cFCḟ~k,h1!2ċ~k,h1!#d̃~k,h2!.
~A18!

Decomposing the exponents in Eq.~A17! into spherical
functions and some manipulations lead to
06351
c-

e
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-
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rk
r

n

s

CMT~u!5
9

25Ehr

h0
dh1E

hr

h0
dh2ż~h2!e2t(h1)Wg@z~h2!#

3E dk

k
DR

2 ~k!
sin~kR!

kR
F~k,h1 ,h2!, ~A19!

whereR[Ar 1
21r 2

222r 1r 2cosu. In addition, if one were to
use the expression~A19!, one would have to subtract th
monopole and dipole contributions toCMT(u). This can be
achieved by taking

sin~kR!

kR
→

sin~kR!

kR
2

sinkr1

kr1

sinkr2

kr2

2
3

k2r 1r 2
S sinkr1

kr1

2coskr1D S sinkr2

kr2

2coskr2D .

~A20!

In practice, one wants to avoid evaluating double tim
integrals in Eq.~A19!. A common way to reduce them to
single time integration is to use the so-called small an
(u!1) and small separation (ur 12r 2u!r 1) approximations
@29#. These approximations were used in e.g. Refs.@5,6#.
One can change the integration variables tox5r 12r 2 and
r 5(r 11r 2)/2 @or, equivalently, to h5(h11h2)/2] and
write, in this approximation,

CMT~u!'
9

25Ehr

h0
dh że2t(h)Wg@z~h!#

3E dk

k
DR

2 ~k!F~k,h,h!E
22r

2r

dx
sin~kR!

kR
,

~A21!

whereR'Ax21r 2u2. The integral overx could be evalu-
ated analytically if one were allowed to replace the
@22r ,2r # limits by @2`,`#. One can assume that 2r is
sufficiently large (r .1/ku) on relevant scales for that re
placement to be appropriate and use

E
2`

`

dx
sin~kR!

kR
5

p

k
J0~kru! ~A22!

to obtain the following form:

CMT~u!'
9

25Ehr

h0
dh że2t(h)Wg~z~h!!

3E pdk

k2 DR
2 ~k!J0~ku@h02h#!F~k,h,h!.

~A23!

While the approximate expression~A23! can be useful for
analytical estimates, it gives an error of order 2–4 % on
scales of interest and we shall not resort to it.

Instead of evaluating the expression~A19! directly, from a
computational point of view, it is advantageous to deco
pose it into Legendre series, compute the individual coe
1-10
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cients of the decomposition, and then sum the ser
Namely, Eq.~A19! can be written as

CMT~u!5(
l 52

`
2,11

4p
C

MT
,P,~cosu!, ~A24!

where we do not include the monopole and dipole terms
the sum, and whereC ,

MT can be written as

C ,
MT 54p

9

25E dk

k
DR

2 T ,
ISW ~k!M ,~k!, ~A25!

with functionsT ,
ISW (k) andM ,(k) defined as
hy
s.

a

.

e,

e

-

f t
s

ys

06351
s.

n

T ,
ISW 5E

hr

h0
e2t(h)dh j ,~k@h2h0# !~cFCḟ2ċ !

~A26!

M ,5cdCE
hr

h0
dh j ,~k@h2h0# !żWg@z~h!#d̃~k,h!,

~A27!

where j ,(•) are spherical Bessel functions. One can u
CMBFAST @28#, with minor modifications, to compute func
tions T ,

ISW andM , and to normalizeDR
2 (k).
.
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